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ABSTRACT: LTE Heterogeneous networks introduced multiple low power base stations (Pico cell) i.e. relay nodes or
Remote Radio Heads in addition to High power cells (Macro cells) to increase the hotspot capacity and to provide the best
QoS and high data rates for the indoor as well as outdoor users. But due to multiple low power and high power cells working
on same frequency, there are several interference and handover issues come forward This paper comprises the research
conducted to address these issues. It includes the comprehensive survey about handover issues, existing handover manage-
ment techniques, effect of interference on Handover, their flaws and the future work required to address these issues. The
survey is performed to give a platform for finishing the gap between researchers and engineers for the better future of LTE
heterogeneous networks.
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1. Introduction

With daily rising ratio of LTE Hetnet users it is very important to maintain QoS for them and provide better data rates than ever.
Interference and Handover management should be more efficient and robust. The current Interference and Handover manage-
ment techniques may fulfilling the present requirements but as the numbers of users increasing day by day and their rising thirst
for better QoS and higher data rates, these techniques should be revolutionized according to the requirement. As according to
[1] the number of LTE users is increasing rapidly and the LTE mobile subscriptions CAGR (2014-2020) is 40% and forecast of
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subscriptions is approximately 3,700 million. By keeping in view, the rapidly increasing LTE users, these techniques need to be
re-addressed once again to make them more robust and efficient to fulfil the QoS and data rates thirst. Interference and Handover
management techniques are addressed separately but the problems arises in both techniques due to other one is not fully
addressed i.e. the effect of interference management on handover and vice versa is not fully grasped which is a huge lapse in
current techniques. The researches should focus that certain techniques should be developed which mitigate both interference
and handover management fulfilling our modern requirements.

This paper addresses the different Handover issues and existing Handover management techniques, advance techniques to
address these issues, their drawbacks and future work required to address these issues. The rest of the paper is outlined as
follow. Section 2 has elaborated the Handover issues. Section 3 has discussed the handover management methods with their
advantages and drawbacks. Then there is review of work done to mitigate both the handover and interference problems. Finally
section 4 concludes the whole paper and future work required to revolutionize these techniques.

2.  A Brief Overview of Handover Issues

As keeping in view the ratio of rapidly increasing LTE users day by day, it is the utmost purpose to provide better QoS and best
practical data rates to the valued users. LTE introduced certain features like MIMO support, OFDMA and Heterogeneous
networks for increasing thirst of users for service quality and high data rates. [2-3] has very detailed survey on the features and
importance of heterogeneous networks. The architecture of LTE Heterogeneous is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Architecture of LTE Heterogeneous Networks

On one hand these features fulfils the present requirements and keep fulfilling the demands of exponentially increasing users
but on the other hand due to the certain complexities of these features a number of interference and handover management
issues arises which needs to be addressed. As the focus of our research is handover, it remains a traditional issue for both
heterogeneous and non-heterogeneous networks. As LTE supports very high level of mobility of users, a numerous amount of
Handover issues arises due to the mobility support. Handover basically provides uninterrupted connection to the UE when it
moves away from the coverage of one cell and to the coverage of another cell. As LTE heterogeneous Network comprises of a
very complex architecture. There are numerous small cells i.e. Pico cell, femto cell, RN and RRH, which are densely populated in
the coverage area of a Macro cell. These small cells are overlaid in the area of Macro cell and UE is mobile in that area. So due
to the mobility of UE, Handover problem arises. Appropriate traffic Load distribution on these cells is very important. Handover
management basically offloads the traffic from Macro cell to the small cell, helps to manage appropriate load distribution in each
cell and provides the UE an uninterrupted connection. There are several Handover problem arises in Heterogeneous which are
described as follow.
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2.1 Handover Failure:
Due to the numerous small nodes working in the coverage area of a Macro cell, there is a huge probability of signal fluctuation.
Handover Decision is basically taken on the basis of signal quality (RSS). So due to the signal degradation the quality of signal
becomes low and handover failure occurs. Because both small cells and Macro cells are working on same frequency, therefore
a strong interference occurs in the coverage area which causes the signal quality to be deteriorated. [4-5] described about the
HO failure due to Radio Link Failure (RLF). These type of Handover Failures can be reduced by properly managing interference
in the cell. Some interference management techniques will be discussed in next section which uses to reduce handover failures.

2.2 Ping Pong effect:
One reason of introducing small cells in addition to Macro cell is to provide high capacity of hotspots to the users at places like
airports, shopping malls and railway stations. So there are multiple number of indoor nodes are installed at these kinds of places.
Due to the high indoor mobility of the UE, it continuously changes its association from one cell to another which causes the
interruption in the connection and unnecessary Handover. This phenomenon is called Ping Pong effect. [6] Describes the
phenomenon of Ping Pong in brief. This can be reduced by smartly managing the Handover phenomenon on the basis of cell
association area. We will discuss Ping Pong reducing HO management techniques in next section.

2.3 Cell Association issue:
A big problem which arises in the Heterogeneous networks is cell association issue. As multiple small nodes with low power are
working at the same time with the Macro node with high power due to which UE is always attracted to the Macro node
irrespective of that it is in range of small cell. So due to this the load of traffic keeps increasing on Macro cell. So necessary
handover cannot take place due to this reason. This problem can be solved by Cell Range Expansion Technique which we will
be discussed in next section.

3. Handover Management Methods

As an incorporation of large number of PC in LTE Heterogeneous network at small distances, a large number of HO and cell
association issues arises because of the mobility of the UE. Places like airports, railway stations and shopping malls etc. have
been equipped with multiple small cells to increase the hotspot capacity. Therefore a mobile UE always finds difficult to take
decision of best cell association. Due to which unnecessary HO and Ping Pong effect takes place. Also the effect of Macro cell
is also considered in this scenario is that Macro cell has high power instead of PC due to which UE is always attracted towards
Macro cell irrespective of that UE is in range of PC. These HO issues are addresses by different HO management techniques
described as follow.

3.1 Traditional Handover Management Scheme
In traditional HO management HO decision is made on the basis of RSS value. The value of RSS is collected from source eNB or
target eNB and then on the basis of this value further HO decision is derived. RSS regarding HO management is the most
traditional technique for the simple HO management based on the value of Received Signal Strength RSS. It is very simple that
when the UE is moving away from the source eNB, its RSS value is decreasing and the target eNB is automatically selected
according to the strong RSS value. So it is very ineffective in case of heterogeneous networks because based on the value of
RSS, PC is never selected so there should be some more calculations other than RSS before HO decision. [7] Proposes an
efficient HO algorithm based on UE distance. A threshold distance is being set initially which is than compared to the calculated
UE distance in small cell covered area and based on the result, HO decision is made. The distance is calculated on the basis of
rate of change of RSS.

3.2 Hybrid Handover Management Schemes
Unlike the Traditional HO management Schemes Hybrid HO comprises of SoTs (States of Timing) and NoF (Nature of
Femto cells) as well as RSS value. The Hybrid HO decision is made in accordance with user velocity, available bandwidth
and Signal strength.

1) SoTs and RSS regarding HO management
SoT represents the target cell’s states of timing i.e. resources availability (available BW, data volume etc.) and information
about traffic load on the cell. This information is further used to take successful and efficient HO decision. [8] Proposes
an efficient HO decision algorithm carried out on the basis of RSS and available BW. Similarly [9] Proposes a Hybrid HO
algorithm based on data volume of the cell. Estimated time of users stay in Femto cell is calculated by the mobility of UE.
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Then calculation of available data volume of Macro and Femto cell is calculated during the previously estimated time. If
the available data volume by Femto cell exceeds the data volume by Macro cell than HO is performed to Femto cell elsewise
UE remains connected to Macro cell.

2) NoF and RSS regarding HO management
NoF represents the features of Femto cell i.e. mode of access, range of cell. [10] Proposes a hybrid HO algorithm which applies
Host identification Protocol (HIP) with Media Independent Handover (MIH) based on the velocity, RSS, interference and level
of QoS to execute Handover. Unnecessary HO and HO failure rate is significantly reduced by this technique. [11] Proposes a HO
algorithm based on mode of access, sniffed frequency from neighbouring cell and RSS. It proposes to add minimum but
appropriate number of Femto cells based on former parameters to achieve maximum rate of successful HO’s. A comparison of
both SoT and NoF HO schemes is shown in Table 1.

Hybrid HO-Scheme Advantages Lapses

SoTs and RSS     Efficient Intra layer Handover on the basis of Less UE Mobility support
   available Resource and Efficient Resource allocation

NoF and RSS     Efficient Intra Layer HO with UE mobility support. High Complexity

Table 1. Comparison of Traditional And Hybrid HO Schemes

There are some HO schemes which uses both SoT and NoF to mitigate the properties of both schemes. [12] Proposes an efficient
HO algorithm in which HO decision is made on basis of parameters like RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator), SINR and
Femto cell properties i.e. access mode, capability etc. A comparison of both Traditional and Hybrid HO schemes is shown in
Table 2.

                    HO-Scheme Advantages Lapses

                 Traditional HO Schemes Fast, Time Saving and Less complex. Bad intra layer HO.

                 Hybrid HO Schemes Efficient Inter and Intra Layer HO. High Complexity and additional
switching criterion.

Table 2. Comparison of Traditional And Hybrid HO Schemes

3.3 Cell Association Related HO management
Due to low power of Pico eNB as compared to Macro eNB every UE is attracted towards Macro eNB and there is a huge load of
traffic on Macro eNB. So HO must be performed to offload traffic from macro to Pico eNB.

1) Cell Range Expansion (CRE)
[13] Proposes the CRE technique for offloading the macro users to Pico users. The technique is based on an offset bias value
which is added to the RSRP (Received Signal Reference Power) value of Pico cell to attract the users inside the coverage area of
Pico cell. It does not actually increasing the Power of Pico cell. It just logically add an offset bias to original power to make the
user think that power of Pico cell is greater than Macro cell remaining in the coverage area of Pico Cell. So HO is performed on
the basis of new RSRP value after adding offset bias in it.

2) Cell selection method in CRE:
RSRP values are taken in account to select the best cell. UE continuously keeps track of neighboring cells RSRP values and
select the cell with highest RSRP value. Traditional selection is based on following formula according to [14]:

Cell= arg max(RSRP)

But in case of heterogeneous networks an offset bias value is introduced in addition to RSRP value for the cell selection criteria
which is given as follow
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Cell=arg max(RSRP+ offset bias)

So whenever the user is calculating the RSRP value of small cell, the offset bias value is set on accordance with cell or otherwise
in case of Macro cell, this offset bias value is set to zero. According to [15] the value of offset bias could be ranging from 0 to
20dB. And this value is only added into the RSRP value broadcasted from small cell. A brief overview this scheme can be seen
in figure 2.

Figure 2. Cell Range Expansion

3.4 Handover management based on Energy saving scheme:
There are some handover mechanisms referred as eHO (Energy Efficient HO) which can save downlink energy. Base stations
causes the most of power consumption. So by efficiently managing the HO by taking in account, average SINR of the cells and
user mobility, energy can be saved. [16] Proposes a Green policy based energy efficient handover technique which consist of
two parts. In 1st part, the Ho requests from highly mobile users are rejected on the basis of Call Admission Control (CAC). And
in 2nd part a Green HO takes place based on the average SINR of the small cell. As transmission power is increased due to weak
SINR so the users which do not causes decrease in avg. SINR value of the system are allowed to perform handover to the certain
cell. [17] Also proposed an energy efficient HO scheme in which Base station power is reduced to a Bandwidth Expanded Mode
(BEM) factor. In a highly loaded cell, we make a deal of Transmission power for Bandwidth assigned to the user. This causes the
decrease in Transmission power by increasing the bandwidth of the user which finally causes the energy efficiency.

3.5 Handover related Interference management Schemes:
Due to the addition of multiple small cells (Pico cells) with large cells (Macro cells) in Heterogeneous networks there is a huge
issue of interference arises because both Pico and Macro cells are working on same frequency. Inter cell Interference is the issue
arises due to these small cells. Several Inter Cell Interference coordination methods are introduced in Release 10 of 3GPP to
develop eICIC (Enhanced Inter-cell Interference Coordination).

1) Subframe-Blanking:
It is a very useful technique to overcome interference problem in TDD structure which uses ABS (Almost Blank Sub-frames). In
the TDD scheduling is performed in different time slots (sub frames) of same frequency so some sub-frames are referred as blank
sub-frames which are responsible for the light weight transmission of control signals are used for Interference management in
TDD mode.

2) Interference management based on ABS:
During the ABS, Macro cell only performs transmission of critical control signals for the legacy support of LTE (R-8&9) called
CRS (common reference signal) and does not schedule any data transmission on these frames. So data transmission by small
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cells in Hetnets is scheduled on these muted sub-frames which otherwise face strong inter-cell interference. ABS configured on
macro cell certainly causes traffic offloading to small cells. [18] Briefly describes the technique of ABS based interference
coordination.

3) Interference management based on Reduced Power ABS (RP-ABS):
[19] Describes reduced power almost blank sub-frame scheme for interference management. In ABS based eICIC method the
spectrum is divided into eICIC and non-eICIC sub-frames. Where Macro completely power outs the eICIC sub-frame and
scheduling is performed in non-eICIC sub-frames. This causes the loss of spectrum. But in RP-ABS macro cell does not
completely powers out the whole eICIC sub-frame so both small cell and macro cell can schedule its users in both eICIC and non
eICIC sub-frames. [18] and [19] gives a very detailed and extensive overview of Inter-cell Interference Coordination. So reducing
the overall interference by eICIC results the reference signal to be strong and stable for the UE’s. Hence the failure rate of
Handovers can be reduced by upgrading the signal quality which can be achieved by reducing Interference.

3.6 Mitigation of interference and handover management
There is a huge work done for both Interference and Handover management. Both problems were addressed several times
separately but still their effect on each other is not fully addressed. There is a very small work done regarding this problem. [5]
Proposes an efficient algorithm mitigating both Handover and Interference issue. Previous Interference management techniques
only address inter-cell interference but did not tackle intra-cell interference which is a very huge lapse of that techniques. The
proposed algorithm investigates the Handover phenomenon by implementing an advance dynamic Enhanced Inter-cell Interference
Coordination which mitigates both inter and intra-cell Interference. A dynamic interference method is proposed in which
presently serving node continuously monitors the signal quality that is transmitted to the UE. That can be achieved by the CQI
feedback system in LTE. If the signal quality is too low than the UE would be marked as a suffering UE. At the same time the UE
also reports the stronger Interferer to its serving node. This can be achieved by traditional RSRP value measurement method. UE
reports the strongest RSRP value from the neighbouring cell to its serving node. This information is then used by the serving
node to conclude that whether to request or not for the ABS configuration based on the load of traffic on the requested cell.
Meanwhile CQI feedback is continuously being monitored by serving node and if the signal quality is better again then request
for ABS configuration on the other cell is cancelled and suffering UE would be marked as normal. That is Intra-layer Handover
and Interference management techniques which can be implemented on any of two intra-layer nodes. This technique allows us
to mitigate inter and intra layer interference issue with efficient Handover results in reduction of interference, increased rate of
successful and necessary Handovers in Heterogeneous networks.

3.7 Fuzzy logic based HO management:
Further advance Self Organizing Networks (SON) and next generation heterogeneous networks are taking place of traditionally
operated networks. These networks are strongly based of prediction and probability so traditional techniques are not fulfilling
their requirement therefore fuzzy logic based schemes are introduced to address these problems. In ng. Heterogeneous networks
user can have access to network by multiple interface terminal in which HO decision is made on multiple criteria and according
to user preference. So there is a huge probability of imprecise criterion information due to arbitrary choice of decision. [20] Has
stated ng. Heterogeneous network based HO decisions as Fuzzy Multiple Attribute Decision Making (FMADM) and proposed
a better planned fuzzy logic MADM based algorithm for efficient HO. Multiple attributes like quality, available bandwidth, price
and power consumption are taken in account and then based on that imprecise data MADM is applied and HO decision is taken.
Further [21] proposed an auto tuning algorithm using fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) in which inter-system HO parameters are
tuned by FLCs. Automatic parameter optimization is achieved by applying FLC in a single RAT (Radio Access Technology)

            HO Management                     Advantages Lapses

 Fuzzy logic based HO Management Fast, Time Saving, Multiple Attribute Decision Making,       Highly complex, costly and
user’s priority based and intelliget               imprecise information

              Manipulation

 Non-Fuzzy based Traditional HO Comparatively less complex, less costly and information      Cannot tackle users priority
 management precision               and comparatively time

              consuming

Table 3. Comparison of Traditional And Hybrid HO Schemes
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network results the serious reduction in Blocked Call Rates (BCRs). Moreover [14] elaborates the dynamic cell range expansion
using FLCs. A comparison of Fuzzy logic based HO management and Non fuzzy based traditional HO management is shown in
Table 3. [22] Conducted a very comprehensive survey on use of fuzzy logic in LTE Networks.

4. Conclusion

This Organized compilation is conducted with an aim to up rise the quality of LTE Heterogeneous Networks according to
standards of Fourth Generation Mobile Telecommunication and to provide an assembled and organized platform for the deter-
mined researchers to put their efforts to make this system more efficient and better than ever. The main goal of this survey is to
address the Interference and Handover regarding issues. Still there is a lot of work needed to mitigate the Handover and
Interference management issues in one comprehensive technique. The effect of Interference coordination Techniques on
Handover phenomenon and vice versa is not yet fully grasped. So there are efforts required to fully understand this problem so
that a compact technique may be formulized in future to address this issue.
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